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Is it possible for Fe2+ to approach protoporphyrin IX
from the side of Tyr-13 in Bacillus subtilis ferrochelatase?
An answer from QM/MM study
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Abstract We previously reported the insertion process of the
ferrous ion into the protoporphyrin IX from the side of the
residue His-183 (J. Inorg. Biochem. 103 (2009) 1680–1686).
Sellers et al. suggested that the ferrous ion probably
approaches the protoporphyrin IX via the opposite side in
the human enzyme. In this paper, we simulated the insertion
process of Fe2+ into the protoporphyrin IX from the side of the
residue Tyr-13 at the opposite site of His-183 by QM/MM
method on Bacillus subtilis ferrochelatase. The model was
built with Fe2+ ion coordinated by Tyr-13, His-88 and two
water molecules. Geometries were optimized at the BP86/6-
31G* level and energies were calculated at the B3LYP/6-311
+G(2d,2p) level. The overall process involves the displace-
ment of the residues Tyr-13, His-88 and one water molecule
and deprotonation of the porphyrin ring. All the local mini-
mum structures and energy barriers were obtained and an
optimal insertion pathway was suggested. The rate-
determining step is the removing of the second proton from
the porphyrin accompanied by the formation of the fourth
Fe-N bond with an energy barrier of 138.00 kJ/mol.

Keywords Ferrochelatase . Metallation . Protoporphyrin
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Introduction

Ferrochelatase is the terminal enzyme in heme biosynthesis
and catalyzes the insertion of ferrous iron into protoporphy-
rin IX to form protoheme IX (heme) [1]. Heme, as a cofactor
of various proteins and enzymes, perform vital functions in
the human body such as cellular respiration and the trans-
port of electrons and oxygen. Mutations in the ferrochela-
tase gene can lead to the disease erythropoietic porphyria
(EPP) [2]. Overproduction of protoporphyrin and its depo-
sition in skin result in the light-sensitive dermatitis [3]. In
some cases this may even lead to fatal liver damage [4].

The mechanism of protoporphyrin metallation catalyzed
by ferrochelatase has attracted much interest[5–13]. Hans-
son et al. [12] suggested that the insertion of the metal ion
into the protoporphyrin IX occurs by binding with His-183
and Glu-264 for Bacillus subtilis ferrochelatase. The human
and yeast enzymes also support that the residue His-183 is
involved in the ferrous ion binding and inserting into the
protoporphyrin IX [10, 13]. In our previous report [14], we
studied the process of Fe2+ entering into the portoporphyrin
IX from the side of the residue His-183 in Bacillus subtilis
ferrochelatase. The rate-determining step is the formation of
the first Fe-N bond. However, the position of the catalytic
metal binding site and the path of the metal into the porphy-
rin in ferrochelatase are still a matter of debate. Sellers et al.
[15] suggested that the ferrous ion probably approaches the
protoporphyrin IX via the opposite side (the side of Met-76)
in the human ferrochelatase. Bacterial and human ferroche-
latase are highly conserved at the level of tertiary structure
although there is less than 10 % conservation at the level of
amino acid sequence. Furthermore, their core regions are
also similar. In Bacillus subtilis ferrochelatase, the position
of the residue Met-76 is replaced by the Tyr-13. The oxygen
atom of Tyr-13 may coordinate with Fe2+ and could proba-
bly play a key role on transferring Fe2+ to the center of
protoporphyrin IX. Therefore, there is a possibility for Fe2+
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insertion from the side of Tyr-13. In this work, we use
combined quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics
(QM/MM) calculations to simulate this process and try to
illustrate possibility of this path.

Methods

QM/MM approach

The COMQUM software [16, 17] was used for the QM/MM
optimizations and single point energy calculations with
large basis set. To build QM/MM model, the whole system
(include the protein and solvent) is divided into three
regions (Fig. 1a): system 1 consists of the porphyrin ring,
Fe2+, Tyr-13, His-88, His-183, Glu-264 and six crystal water
molecules (see Fig. 1b) and quantum mechanics (QM)
method is used for its calculation. All the atoms except for
constrained atoms and junction atoms are allowed to move
freely during optimization; System 2 contains all residues
with any atom within 6 Å of any atom in system 1, and is
optimized by molecular mechanics (MM). The remaining
portion of the protein and the water molecules surrounding
the enzyme are included in system 3, which is kept fixed at
the crystal coordinates. MM method is also employed in this
part for energy calculation. The Turbomole software [18,
19] is used for the QM part, and Amber 7 [20, 21] (with the
Amber 1999 force field [22]) is used for the MM part. This
approach is similar to the one used in the Oniom method
[23]. In such a hybrid method, covalent bonds between
systems 1 and 2 are treated by the link-atom approach
[16]: the QM system is truncated by hydrogen atoms, the
positions of which reference on the positions of
corresponding carbon atoms in the protein. The total QM/
MM energy is calculated based on the following equation.

EQM=MM ¼ EQM þ EMM123 � EMM1

Here, EQM is the QM energy of the quantum system truncat-
ed by hydrogen atoms, including the interaction between system

1 and the surroundings, modeled by point charges. EMM1 is the
MM energy of the quantum system, still truncated by hydrogen
atoms, but without any electrostatic interactions. EMM123 is the
classical energy of all the atoms in the systemwith carbon atoms
at the junctions andwith the charges of the QM region zeroed, to
avoid double counting of the electrostatic interactions.

The geometry optimizations were carried out in three steps.
First, only the quantum system was optimized and systems 2
and 3 were fixed. Second, both systems 1 and 2 were allowed
to relax. In this optimization, the charges on the quantum
atoms in the MMminimization were updated in each iteration
of the optimization. This calculation was performed with the
looser convergence criteria of 10−4a.u. for the change in
energy and 10−2a.u. for the maximum norm of Cartesian
gradient. Finally, system 2 was fixed again and the geometry
optimization was continued with default convergence criteria
(10−6 and 10−3a.u.). If not otherwise stated, our discussion is
based on the final step calculations, because these structures
are expected to be more realistic.

The protein

The crystal structure of Bacillus subtilis ferrochelatase in
complex with the inhibitor N-methylmesoporphyrin
(MMP), PDB code 1C1H (1.9 Å resolution) is used for
building QM/MM model [7]. This structure was selected
because it is the structure of Bacillus subtilis ferrochelatase
with a bound porphyrin. Although the crystal structure of
human ferrochelatase with porphyrin shows a different bind-
ing mode, the structure we used here is in a “productive”
state which indicates that the site of MMP reflects the real
binding position of protoporphyrin IX. It is probably the
factors and the helix length that affect the position of pro-
toporphyrin IX which make the human and Bacillus subtilis
exibit different binding modes [24].

The QM/MM model was built by removing the methyl
group of MMP and converting the two ethyl side chains
back to vinyl groups (giving protoporphyrin IX), and by

Fig. 1 a Three regions for QM/
MM calculation; b The initial
structure of QM system
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adding a Fe2+ ion coordinated with Tyr-13, His-88 and two
water molecules. All residues were assumed to be in their
most stable protonation state at neutral pH. Thus, all Arg
and Lys residues were considered in their protonated state,
whereas all Asp and Glu residues were considered in their
deprotonated states. After a detailed study of the surround-
ings and possible hydrogen-bond networks around the His
residues, it was decided that His-88, 116, 183, and 262 were
protonated on the Nδ1 atom, His-28 was protonated on the
Nε2 atom, and the remaining His residues were doubly
protonated. Hydrogen atoms were added to the protein by

the Amber software and the protein was solvated in a sphere
of water molecules with a radius of 37 Å. 18 Na+ ions were
added to neutralize the charges of the system. All hydrogen
atoms, Na+ ions, and the solvent water molecules were
equilibrated by a simulated annealing molecular dynamics
calculation (raising the temperature from 0 to 300 K in
10 ps, keep in 300 K for 80 ps, and re-cool from 370 K to
0 K in 160 ps) and followed by 10,000 steps of conjugate
gradient energy minimization. The total simulated system
had 16,991 atoms with 94 atoms in the QM region. The QM
system consisted of the Fe2+ ion, the porphyrin ring without

Fig. 2 Dissociation of the Fe-NHis-88 bond and formation of the Fe-N1 bond, optimized at the QM/MM level. a Initial model without any
constraints. b The structure with the highest energy. c The structure with Fe-N1 bond formed, without any constraints

Fig. 3 Three pathways:
Formation of the H1-N3 and
H2-N3 bonds and dissociation of
Fe2+-Owat1 bond respectively,
optimized with QM/MM
method. a The first structure. b
Formation of the H1-N3

bond. c Formation of the
H2-N3 bond. d Dissociation
of Fe2+-Owat1 bond
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any side chains, Tyr-13 modeled as phenolate, the imidazole
side chain of the His-88 and His-183, Glu-264 modeled as
acetate, and six crystal water molecules (Fig. 1b).

Quantum-chemical calculations

The geometry optimization of the QM region was carried
out with the Turbomole software [18, 19]. The 6-31G* basis
set was employed for C, N, O, H atoms, the DZpdf basis
set for Fe [25]. Moreover, we applied the resolution of
identity (RI) approximation [26, 27] to speed up the calcu-
lations by a factor of ~10. After the QM/MM geometry
optimizations, we performed a single-point calculation at
the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) (Fe still described by the

DZpdf basis set) level, which was expected to give more
reliable QM energies [28–31]. Density functional methods
have been shown to give excellent geometries for transition-
metal complexes (including heme models with various axial
ligands), with errors in the bond distances of 0–7 pm
[32–34]. A quintet spin state was employed for all models,
using unrestricted formalism.

Results and discussion

There are two possible initial sites for Fe2+ inserting into the
porphyrin. Site 1: coordinates with His-183 and Glu-264.
Site 2: coordinates with Tyr-13 and His-88 on the opposite
site of His-183. We have reported the simulation of the

Fig. 4 The various structures
along the five possible
pathways. a Pathway I and II. b
Pathway III, IV and V
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insertion process from site 1 [14]. In this paper, we will
simulate the insertion process from site 2 by QM/MM
method. The ferrous ion has a preference to form six coor-
dinated complexes. So we built the initial model with six
ligands coordinating with Fe2+. However, after the QM/MM
optimization, only four ligands could coordinate with Fe2+

and two water molecules go away. The reason for this is
probably the small space between Fe2+ and the porphyrin
ring. Therefore, we built our initial model with Fe2+

bounded with Tyr-13 and His-88 and two water molecules,
shown in Fig. 2a. His-183 and Glu-264 were included in
QM system for extracting the proton from the porphyrin
ring. Four additional water molecules (which do not bind
directly to Fe2+) were also included, because they form
hydrogen bonds with the residues and the Fe-bound water
molecules in the QM system.

Formation of the first Fe-N bond

Based on the first model (Fig. 2a), we moved Fe2+ close to
N1 atom of the porphyrin ring by constraining the Fe-N1

distance step by step to simulate the formation process of the
Fe-N1 bond. After obtaining the potential energy surface
curve along the reaction coordinate, we continue our con-
straint back and forth on the points around the highest point

to determine the point with the highest energy. With the
decrease of the distance of Fe and N1, Fe-NHis-88 bond
length was elongated. In the highest energy state (Fig. 2b)
along the reaction pathway, the distances of Fe-NHis-88 and
Fe-N1 are 2.60 and 2.74 Å, respectively. At last, the Fe-N1

bond formed with a bond length of 2.21 Å and the Fe-NHis-

88 bond was dissociated with a large Fe-NHis-88 distance
(3.62 Å) (Fig. 2c). The atom N1 stays in the plane of
porphyrin ring in Fig. 2a and tilts up a very small angle
(<5°) in Fig. 2b and c which is smaller than the one (~10°)
while Fe2+ enters into the porphyrin from the opposite side.
The energy barrier of this process is 11.57 kJ/mol at the
BP86/6-31G* level (the same level used in the following
energies if not specified), and the energy increases to
24.26 kJ/mol at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level. This
barrier is much less than that while Fe2+ approaches the
protoporphyrin IX from the opposite side. It is easy to see
that the small tilt angle of the N1 atom does not increase the
barrier. Instead, the barrier energy decreases 33kJ/mol more
than the one in the opposite path. The decrease of the barrier
may be due to the easier cleavage of Fe-N than that of Fe-O.
Comparing with the previous transition state structure, the
two structures both have trigonal bipyramidal configuration.
However, Fig. 2 shows that both the breaking bond Fe-
NHis88 and forming bond Fe-N1 are in the axial direction,
and in the previous model, the breaking bond Fe-O is in the
equator direction while only Fe-N1 is in the axial direction.
So, the weaker axial bond probably plays a key role on
lowering the barrier energy. The bond lengths and relative
energies are shown in Table S1.

Analyzing the possible ways for forming the second Fe-N
bond and deprotonation

The next step in the reaction mechanism would be the
formation of the second Fe-N bond. We have tried to sim-
ulate the formation of the second Fe-N bond with N2, N3

and N4, respectively. However, the energies always go up
and there are no stable local minimum structures during
these processes. So, direct formation of the second Fe-N
bond is impossible. Transferring proton or removing one
water ligand from Fe2+ might lower the energy barrier of
formation of the second Fe-N bond, We have tried to re-

Fig. 5 The relative energies of the various structures along the five
possible pathways. (The structures are shown in Fig. 4.) The energies
were calculated at BP86/6-31G* level

Fig. 6 Dissociation of the
Fe-Owat1 bond, optimized at the
QM/MM level. a Initial model
without any constraints. b
The structure with the highest
energy. c The structure with
Fe-Owat1 bond broken, without
any constraints
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move one proton by NHis-183 and OTyr-13 respectively before
forming the second Fe-N bond. However directly transfer-
ring proton to NHis-183 leads to a rather high barrier
(>200 kJ/mol) and to OTyr-13 no stable local minimum
structure. So, there are three possible ways left before the
formation of the second Fe-N bond. First, H1 transferred to
N3 (Fig. 3b). This led to a small high energy barrier
(58.61 kJ/mol). Second, H2 transferred to N3 (Fig. 3c).
The energy barrier was 31.03 kJ/mol. Third, we removed
one water by constraining the Fe-Owat1 distance from 2.11 to
3.12 Å (Table S1), which led to the dissociation of the Fe-
Owat1 bond with an energy barrier of 35.13 kJ/mol (Fig. 3d).

Comparing the three possible ways, the first way can be
rejected because of the high energy barrier. So we continued
the simulation based on models c and d (Fig. 3). There are
five possible ways to form the second Fe-N bond (Fig. 4).

Pathway I: We constrained the distance of Fe2+ and N4 to
form Fe-N bond while the Fe2+-Owat1 bond
was broken. The energy barr ier was
46.17 kJ/mol. For the next step, Fe2+ maybe
form the third and fourth Fe-N bond. Howev-
er, continued Fe-N bond forming steps could
not happen when the two protons stay on the
porphyrin ring. So, the next step should be the
proton removing. There are two candidate
atoms (OTyr-13 and NHis-183) to accept the pro-
ton. In this pathway, H2 was transferred from
N3 to OTyr-13, the Fe2+-OTyr-13 bond was

broken and the Fe2+-N3 bond formed. The
energy barrier was 70.54 kJ/mol (Fig. 4a).

Pathway II: The same as pathway I but H2 transferred from
N3 to NHis-183. The energy barrier was rather
high (180.80 kJ/mol) (Fig. 4a) due to the long
distance between the two atoms. In the next
pathways, we would not consider removing
the first proton from prophyrin by residue
His-183, because it had too high an energy
barrier.

Pathway III: Transferring H1 to N3 and the Fe2+-N2 bond
concomitantly formed with energy barrier
62.74 kJ/mol. Next, transferring H1 from N3

to OTyr-13, the Fe2+-OTyr-13 bond was broken
and the bond of Fe2+-N3 formed at the same
time. The energy barrier was 34.04 kJ/mol
(Fig. 4b).

Pathway IV: The same as pathway III but H2 transferred to
OTyr-13 and the bond of Fe2+-N4 formed with
higher energy barrier 129.32 kJ/mol (Fig. 4b).

Pathway V: Transferring H2 to N3, the Fe2+-N4 bond
concomitantly formed. The energy barrier is
57.60 kJ/mol. Next, transferring H2 from N3 to
OTyr-13, the Fe

2+-OTyr-13 bond was broken and
the Fe2+-N3 bond formed at the same time.
The energy barrier was 79.46 kJ/mol (Fig. 4b).

The relative energies of the various structures along the
five possible pathways are shown in Fig. 5. Pathway II

Fig. 7 Formation of the H1-N3 and Fe2+-N2 bonds, optimized at the QM/MM level. a Initial model without any constraints. b The structure with
the highest energy. c The structure with H1-N3 and Fe2+-N2 bonds formed, without any constraints

Fig. 8 Formation of the H1-OTyr-13 and Fe2+-N3 bonds; Dissociation of the bond of Fe2+-OTyr-13, optimized at the QM/MM level. a Initial model
without any constraints. b The structure with the highest energy. c The structure with H1-N3 and Fe2+-N3 bonds formation, without any constraints
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shows the highest barriers among all the pathways which
indicates that quite a long distance from the proton makes
the NHis-183 incompetent as a proton acceptor. The relatively
high barrier in pathway IV could be ascribed to the strain
energy induced by their relative site which makes the form-
ing bond (H- OTyr-13) bend almost vertical to the normal
direction. Although the barrier energies in pathway I and
pathway Vare moderate, the structures show that the second
proton could only be removed by NHis-183 and not by OTyr-13

because the Fe atom stays between them, which would
increase the barrier to quite a high value. Thus, the pathway
III is a top priority pathway, which will be particularly
interpreted as the following.

Formation of the second Fe-N bond

After the first Fe-N bond formation (Fig. 6a), we constrained
the Fe-Owat1 distance from 2.11 to 3.12 Å (Table S1), which
led to the dissociation of the Fe-Owat1 bond with an energy
barrier of 35.13 kJ/mol (43.12 kJ/mol at the B3LYP/6-311+G
(2d,2p) level). Figure 6b shows the structure with the highest
energy along the reaction pathway. In this structure, the dis-
tance of Fe-Owat1 is 3.00 Å. Figure 6c shows the structure of
the intermediate with Fe-Owat1 bond broken (3.12 Å). It was
optimized without any constraints.

Then, we constrained the H1-N3 distance from 2.18 to
1.02 Å (Fig. 7). During this process, the Fe2+-N2 bond con-

Fig. 9 Deprotonation H2 and formation of the bond of Fe2+-N4, optimized at the QM/MM level. a Initial model without any constraints. b The
structure with the highest energy. c The structure with H2-NHis-183 and Fe2+-N4 bonds formation, without any constraints

Scheme 1 The overall metallation process
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comitantly formed (the bond length is 2.26 Å, Fig. 7c).
Figure 7b shows the structure with the highest energy along
the reaction pathway (the distances of Fe2+-N2 and H1-N3 are
3.32 and 1.41 Å, respectively). The energy barrier is 62.74 kJ/
mol (72.81 kJ/mol at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level).

Formation of the third and fourth Fe-N bonds

Next, we tried to remove the protons of the porphyrin ring.
As shown in Fig. 8a, we simulated H1 transferred from N3 to
OTyr-13. During this process, the Fe2+-OTyr-13 bond was
broken and the Fe2+-N3 bond formed. Figure 8b shows the
structure with the highest energy along the reaction path-
way. The distances of Fe2+-N3, Fe2+-OTyr-13 and H1-OTyr-13

are 3.14, 2.02 and 1.25 Å, respectively. Figure 8c shows the
structure of the intermediate with Fe-OTyr-13 bond broken
(2.41 Å) and Fe2+-N3 bond formed (2.30 Å). It is optimized
without any constraints. The energy barrier is 34.04 kJ/mol
(31.74 kJ/mol at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level). The
H2N4C1C2 torsion angle changed from −9.00°(Fig. 8a) to
21.25°(Fig. 8c, the atom names are defined in Fig. 1). This
means that the H2 atom in the structure in Fig. 8c tilts down
much more than that in Fig. 8a, which makes H2 atom closer
to NHis-183 and easier to be extracted by it. In the meantime,
the distance between the H2 atom and the OTyr-13 is en-
larged, which makes it hard for OTyr-13 to accept the proton.
Furthermore, the relative site of the two atoms (H2 and OTyr-

13) will largely increase the barrier (see above discussion for
pathway IV). So the barrier energy for OTyr-13 to extract the
proton should be larger than that of pathway IV. So, for the
next step, we will only focus on the NHis-183 as proton
acceptor because of the possible low barrier induced by
the proton tilting down.

Based on the last structure from the last step (Fig. 9a), we
constrained the H2-NHis-183 distance from 4.15 to 1.10 Å
(Table S1). When the H2-NHis-183 distance was 1.40 Å, the
fourth Fe-N bond formed (Fig. 9b). Figure 9c shows the
structure of the intermediate with Fe2+-N4 bond formed
(2.11 Å). The lower energy barrier 119.23 kJ/mol
(138.00 kJ/mol at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level) which
is 60 kJ/mol lower than that of pathway II indicates that
change of the H2 position makes the H2-NHis-183 bond easier
to form. At last, the Fe2+ falls into the center of the proto-
porphyrin IX with one water molecule coordinated. The four
Fe-N bond and Fe-Owat2 lengths are 2.06, 2.04, 2.18, 2.11
and 2.09 Å, respectively, which indicates the Fe atom sitting
in the porphyrin plane other than a sitting atop structure.

From the above discussion, we could see that the proton
should be removed stepwise from two sides of the porphyrin
by different residues rather than by one residue (Tyr13) as in
the previous study. Especially for the second proton trans-
ferring, it is obviously impossible for OTyr-13 to accept the

proton because of H2 tilting down and its position makes the
barrier quite high. Although barrier could be decreased by
NHis-183 extracting H2, the absolute value of the barrier
(138 kJ/mol) is much higher than the barrier (57.46 kJ/
mol) in our previous study with Fe2+ coming from the
opposite side. The reason maybe due to two aspects: one
is the distance between H2 and NHis-183 is very long (~4 Å).
The other one, probably the most important one, is that NHis-

183 stay under porphyrin. This sort of alignment makes the
forming bond and the breaking bond not sit in a line and N-
H2 bends to a large degree before forming the transition
state structure (Fig. 9b) which should contribute much to the
barrier increase. Therefore, the high barrier makes the path-
way from the side of Tyr-13 unfeasible.

Conclusions

In the present study, we simulated the process of ferrous ion
inserting into the protoporphyrin IX from the side of residue
Tyr-13 in Bacillus subtilis ferrochelatase. The whole process
could be described as Scheme 1: the bond of Fe2+-NHis-88 is
broken and the first Fe-N bond forms; the water molecule
dissociates from Fe2+; the first proton H1 transfers to N3 and
the second Fe-N bond forms; H1 transfers from N3 to OTyr-

13, the residue Tyr-13 dissociates and the third Fe-N bond
forms; the second proton H2 is removed by the residue His-
183, the fourth Fe-N bond forms. The residues Tyr-13 and
His-183 extract the two protons from the porphyrin ring
respectively. The relative energies of the various structures
along the metallation pathways are shown in Fig. 10. The
second deprotonation of the porphyrin ring is the rate-
determining step with a barrier of 138.00 kJ/mol which is
larger than the one in our previous report where the Fe2+ ion
inserts into the porphyrin from the opposite side of the

Fig. 10 The relative energies of the various structures along the
overall metallation process. (The structures are shown in Fig. 9)
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residue Tyr-13 (Fe2+ coordinated with His-183 and Glu-
264) and the rate-determining step is the formation of the
first Fe-N bond with the energy barrier of 57.46 kJ/mol.
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